
Global engineering –
Trusted solutions

Inner pipe protection –
Optimal blasting in difficult-to-access areas

Pipe interiors are awkward to access, while demanding a high degree of 
surface cleanliness prior to coating. Clemco‘s pipe-blast tools combine 
total coverage of pipe interiors with precise and efficient performance. 
Clemco has devoted years to refining the technology of inner pipe blas-
ting and draws on this experience to deliver the highest-performing pipe 
tools available.

Internal Pipe Blasting

Precise and dependable

Easy to operate

Time efficient
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The perfect tools – 
For any pipe

«High standards in pipe blasting and coating call for high quality 
tools to do the job.»

Pipes connect our world. Their applications are manifold: as transport 
piping in the energy sector, in the industrial sector, or as construction  
elements. Modern coatings protect pipes sustainably against corrosion, 
but exert high demands on the preparation of the substrate.

Clemco internal pipe blasting equipment quickly, effectively and reliably 
removes corrosion, dust and other residue from inaccessible areas  
inside piping. The operation is simple: a blast hose is fitted with a pipe 
tool, and the tool is withdrawn from one end of the pipe to the other. 

Internal Pipe Blasting

Simple operation

High-quality material

Durable construction

Minimal maintenance

Long lifetime
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Clemco‘s proprietary blast technology applies an even, 360° blasting stream to the inner wall, leaving a consis-
tent blast pattern ready for any coating.

Selecting the proper pipe tool requires sizing the pipe accurately. Smaller inner pipe diameters up to 300 mm are 
best treated with a Holloblast or Holloblast jr. tool, which utilize a deflection tip to create the 360° blast pattern. 
For pipes with inner dimensions greater than 300 mm, Clemco recommends a Spinblast tool, which uses a rota-
ting blast head to deliver a high-impact, consistent blast finish. Clemco pipe tools can be used on pipe interiors 
up to 1500 mm in diameter. 

The rotating blast head is actuated by either a compressed air inlet or a separate air motor. When blasting larger 
diameter pipes, or blasting a large volume of pipe, Clemco recommends using an air motor powered pipe tool, 
which delivers the perfect balance between reliable precision, durability and high-volume blasting.

System components

All internal pipe tools are sold with  
centering equipment, which is easily 
adjustable to the appropriate internal 
dimensions. 
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